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retezat and fogarasch

... the hessheimer chamois
At around 5:30 pm on October 22, 1934, Adolf Hessheimer of Kronstadt shot a chamois in the Fogarasch with 
a huge trophy, which is still the undisputed number one for over 80 years. This capital trophy was valued at 
141.10 CIC.

Anyone familiar with Carpathian literature will in 
the passages about chamois hunting come across 
two hunting grounds, which have had a legendary 
reputation for more than a hundred years.

Retezat and Fogarash! These are the best hunting 
grounds for capital chamois. All experts agree 
on that. Both are located in the Southern Car-
pathians, which are still largely untapped today 
and barely touched by tourism. It is a challenging 
hunt and only the firm and fit hunter will succeed. 
Although the massifs of the Southern Carpathians 
are only about 2,500 m high, but steep and rug-
ged. If the Alpine hunter is already very proud 
of a 100 CIC chamois, in Romania it starts here. 
Choose the October for your trip and prepare well 
for the Carpathian hunt. Then you will certainly 

succeed. At this point a note! Of the world´s 50 
best chamois, well over 30 come from this regi-
on, certainly the best argument for Romania. The 
majority of the shootable chamois range from 100 
CIC to 115 CIC.

The Romanian forestry authorities estimate the 
current total population at 7,289 pieces (of which 
2,601 are bucks and 4,688 are goats). In the Re-
tezat with the districts Hundedora and Gorj they 
estimate the population on scarcely 1,700 pieces, 
of which 92 may be shot annually. In Fogarasch 
the population is almost 2,100 pieces and 128 
may be shot annually.

The state hunting areas we work with receive 
about 70% of all available chamois licenses.
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carpathian hunting

Do not miss such an opportunity and book early, because every 
year only a few licenses are issued. The results prove us right. 
Who is interested in chamois over 100 CIC, is in good hands in 
the territory of the "rupicapra rupicapra carpatica".

Carpathian hunting = difficult hunting! This saying is still valid 
today. Who wants to hunt in Retezat or in the Fogarasch, must 
be fit. Prepare carefully for such a hunt. We know both areas 
from many trips and know about the quality, but also the diffi-
culty of this terrain. You will not find anything better.

In addition to fitness, equipment, optics and weapons also play 
an important role. Well-worn footwear with a grippy outsole are 
a must, as well as warm, windproof and breathable outerwear. 
A backpack should not be missed, as well as lightweight bino-
culars, spotting scope and rangefinder. Nowhere it´s easier to 
misjudge the distances as in the high mountains. We recom-
mend a robust repeating rifle with a powerful caliber.

Cartridges such as e.g. 6.5 x 68, 7 mm Remington, 8 x 68 S or 
caliber from the 300 group are ideally suited. A bipod on the 
weapon has proved its worth, which a gunsmith can easily and 
inexpensively mount. In the chamois hunting you mainly stalk 
and some drops of sweat get lost in the ascent. But every effort, 
every drop of sweat pays off. Carpathian chamois are the "Non-
plusultra" for every passionate mountain hunter.
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hunting country with traditions

the magic of the carpathians

The first hunters, who were back for the rut in 1991, 
told about huge stags, bears, wolves and lynxes. At 
the same time the organization and training of the 
local professional hunters was still lower than what 
it should have been, but a good trophy in the travel 
luggage helped a lot. 

Where light is, is also shadow. In the following 
years, the Romanian Ministry of Forests made se-
rious mistakes. The money lured and little or no 
consideration was given to the age of the chamois, 
every shot brought money into the meager coffers. 
This soon avenged itself and the number of paying 
guests dwindled rapidly. 

However, the Romanian hunting authorities 
had recognized their mistakes and they now 
consistently set strict shooting guidelines. 
Already in the late nineties it was possible to 
send hunting guests to Romania with a cle-
ar conscience. The successes could be seen 
since that time.

It is hard to believe how many strong and ca-
pital chamois in this relatively short period of 
time until today have been hunted down.

At first still very reserved appeared in the 
German-speaking hunting press more and 
more positive articles. We, on the part of K& 
K Premium Jagd, have always been faithful 
to this interesting hunting country. That has 
paid off.

We are proud of being able to send our guests 
to the best Romanian chamois hunting areas. 
Get detailed and competent advice from our 
specialists. We did a lot of traveling in Roma-
nia and we know what we are talking about. 
Take advantage of our hunting skills and our 
wealth of experience. Together with you we 
plan a hunt for Carpathian Gams step by step.

For Chamois will be stalked only. Chamois is 
diurnal and you are from morning to evening 
in the mountains. Already at the first dawn 
begins the ascent, which can take several 
hours depending on the hunting area.

At successful sites, together with your guide, 
you will observe the opposite slopes, always 
in search of shootable chamois.

In 1989, President Ceaucescu was overthrown and for us hunters began a new era. For almost twenty years 
hunting in Romania had been blocked for foreign guests and many of us hunters had already given up the hope 
of ever being able to hunt back in the Carpathians. But history has meant well with us hunters.
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buck or female

100,00 - 104,99 CIC Bronce

105,00 - 109,99 CIC Silver

from 110,00 CIC Gold

international points chamois buck

    95,00 - 99,99 CIC Bronce

100,00 - 104,99 CIC Silver

from 105,00 CIC Gold

international points chamois female
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accommodation and catering

... the old times are gone
No, you won´t have to stay in a Koliba (small hut) nowadays, thats a thing of the past. But in areas 
where capital chamois are roaming, you will not find a 5 star hotel and that is in our opinion the way it 
has to be. Most of the hunting lodges are fully equipped, but of lower standards. We as hunters will feel 
perfectly accommodated as the hunting experience is on our point of view. For this you will experience 
a mountain region without ski lifts and cross-country ski trails, without hikers and other disturbances.

Contrary to the popular opinion, the Romanian cuisine is not just from Mămăligă (corn porridge) and 
Țuică (plum brandy). The day begins with a rich breakfast, where coffee or tea are served. At noon 
there are alternately beef or pork and also poultry. Potatoes, cooked or deep-fried, together with a 
vegetable garnish, complete the meal. If you have special requests for food, please let us know in 
advance. All in all, Romania is a very hospitable country, where you will feel soon as part of the team 
and not just as a paying guest. We have a very reliable partner on site, with whom our guests have 
been satisfied without exception.
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details & prices

Offer • chamOis hunt
• 6 traveling days
• 5 nights in doublebedroom 
• Fullboard without drinks
• 4 hunting days

• Hunt organization
• Hunting license
• All transports in the area
• Pre-preparation trophy

875.- €

Not included:
• flights • trophy shipment • booking fee 195.- € • governmental fee 100.- € • meet and greet at 
airport Bukarest 50.- €  • the following points have to be paid in cash in Romania: translator per 
day 50.- for single hunters, or 75.- € per 2 hunters, transports per kilometer 0,75 €. We recommend 
purchasing travel insurance (not included in the hunting costs), K&K Premium Jagd GmbH terms 
and conditions apply (available in full on request). Programs and prices are subject to change.

Trophy fees chamois (Season: 15. September to 15. December)
Valued according to CIC
up to    95,00 CIC    1.050,00 €
from    95,01 CIC to    99,99 CIC 1.050,00 € +   85,00 € per 1 point
from  100,00 CIC to  104,99 CIC 1.475,00 € +   96,00 € per 1 point
from  105,00 CIC to  109,99 CIC 1.955,00 € + 146,00 € per 1 point
from  110,00 CIC    2.685,00 € + 192,00 € per 1 point
Abnormal trophies    1.200,00 € 
Wounded chamois     1.200,00 €  
Missed shot chamois       120,00 € 
Trophy deposit chamois   1.050,00 €
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Timisoara Sibiu

Bucharest

Fogarasch

Retezat
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